Enabling Technology Training
Discussions

• What Enabling Technology Training Exists - CNET/SPAWAR Courses
  - Who has been providing
  - Shortfalls
  - Contracted Training - what has been used

• IBFT Smart Cruiser Matrix development

• IT versus non-IT professional needs

• Throughput requirements

• Smart Ship/Smart Gator/DD 21
IBFT Matrix

• CINCLANTFLT - LCDR Chris Kelsall
  OSCS Bennett
  Bob Christiansen
• SPAWAR - Dee Quashnock/Greg Hayes
• Enabling Technology Specific Training - providers/sites
• Manning - throughput
• Quota Control/special convenings/funding issues
Non-IT Professional Training

• **Requirements**
  - ECS, BCS, DCS etc systems
  - Power user course - less than a System Administrator, but more than a user
  - Numbers/sites/providers

• **Roles and Responsibilities**
  - Course development lead/participants
  - Curriculum development/approval
  - Funding
  - Tracking mechanisms (CIN/NEC)?
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- Organizational Structure